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	 Presidential Dodgeball

By: Christine S. Tian

	

This week, the Presidential Search Committee, headed

by Board of Trustees member Al Mulley ’70, held a series of

open meetings with assorted groups on campus to receive

input from the College about selecting a president to succeed

James Wright. Mulley and Ed Haldeman ’70, the current

Chairman of the Board of Trustees, held four sessions on

Monday and Tuesday, April 14 and 15, to field questions

and suggestions from Dartmouth’s staff, students, alumni,

and faculty; the first three meetings took the form of open

forums and were open to the press. The faculty committees

met with Haldeman and Mulley at a reception and dinner

on Tuesday evening.

	

Chairman Haldeman prefaced each forum with a brief

sketch of the Board of Trustees’ goals and action plan for

selecting a new President: During the scheduled Board

meetings in May and early June, the members of the Board

will select an individuals to serve on the Presidential Search

Committee under Al Mulley. The Board will also be developing a “Statement on Leadership Criteria” to guide the

selection process and seeks community involvement, at least

in name, in drafting the final statement. Haldeman further

mentioned that interested individuals who could not attend

the on-campus engagement sessions could provide their

input to the search committee through the Trustees’

website or through mail, and that over 200 people

had sent in responses through the website.

	

During each of the three public sessions, Haldeman and Mulley asked for audience members to

queue up at one of the microphones set up around

the meeting area and state their comment or question; a different College administrator moderated the

discussion each time. Volunteers handed out cards

to audience members printed with the suggested

topics for audience input:

1. What do you see as Dartmouth’s significant opportunities and challenges over the next few years

that a new president must address?

2. What qualities of leadership should the next president have in order to ensure Dartmouth’s continued

preeminence in higher education?

3. Are there other considerations for the search that

you would like to share?

	

What follows is by no means a comprehensive summary

of the questions, suggestions, and statements of audience

members, Mulley, Haldeman, and the moderators. Rather,

The Dartmouth Review wishes to highlight some of the

most salient, insightful, or notable commentary discussed

at three sessions: the staff, student, and alumni sessions. 	

	

At the staff input meeting, two speakers referenced

President James Wright’s admirable efforts in veteran education in two separate questions. One recently graduated

alum emphasized the importance of choosing a president

who could continue to serve as a national leader in articulating concerns about higher education and, in doing so,

keep Dartmouth relevant nationally and instill pride in our

College, as President Wright has done. An employee at the

medical school inquired as to whether the next President

would carry the torch of veteran education; Haldeman’s

hollow response praised President Wright for his efforts

at both the macro and micro level, which gave veterans a

Dartmouth education.

	

Brian Kunz, the Assistant Director of Outdoor Programs, expressed his hope that the next President could

truly appreciate Dartmouth’s sense of place and view it as

an asset to the College, not a liability. In his capacity as

one of the Outdoor Programs Directors, Brian is certainly

qualified to discuss the incredible, unique opportunities that

Dartmouth’s location and rural setting offers to all those in

the community: his position oversees a enormous variety of

programs, from DOC outdoor-education classes, to the rockclimbing gym, to the Ledyard Canoe Club and waterfront

on the Connecticut River, to outdoor rentals for students

to go camping, skiing, kayaking, canoeing, climbing, or any

outdoor activity imaginable in the vast, breathtaking natural

landscape that surrounds our College. Dartmouth’s natural

setting forms an integral part of the College’s character, and

a President who fails to understand this characteristic—who

views our rural location only in terms of long travel delays

and lack of access to a Wal-Mart—will not truly understand

the Dartmouth experience.

	

The most striking aspect of the open forum for student

input, held in Alumni Hall on the afternoon of Monday, April

	

Ms. Tian is a sophomore at the College and Managing

Editor of The Dartmouth Review.



14, was the sheer number of empty chairs; I was fairly certain

that the number of student reporters in the room outnumbered the amount of students actually attending the event

in order to gain insight into the Presidential search process.

Both Mulley and Haldeman seemed underwhelmed by the

meager attendance, but questions from students (oftentimes

the same students came up to the microphone multiple times)

lasted the entire ninety minutes of questioning. Also notable:

Dean of the College and newly inaugurated Sweet Dude

who Hangs Out Thomas Crady moderated this discussion,

adding input at appropriate places, although he left most of

the commentary up to the Trustees. Both Molly Bode ’09

and Nafeesa Remtilla ’09, the newly elected Student Assembly President and Vice President, were in attendance,

remembering their campaign promises to increase student

involvement in affairs relating to the Board of Trustees.

	

Molly Bode opened the questioning by asking Haldeman

and Mulley how many students they intended to include

on the Presidential search committee. Mulley evaded the

question, stating that the committee was still in its infancy

and its makeup had not yet been decided, and responded

vaguely to Bode’s follow-up comments that other Ivy

League schools had a far greater student presence in such

critical Board of Trustees affairs as the selection of a new

President.



Haldeman and Mulley darting questions

	

	

The future President’s role in environmentalism and

fighting climate change came up once again. Early in the

session, Nick Devonshire ’11 stood up with a three-pronged

petition on the new President and sustainability. Roughly

paraphrased, the petition demanded that the future President:

1. Cap the rising level of CO2 emissions from Dartmouth.

2. Prioritize energy efficiency in all construction.

3. Issue a binding sustainability policy and mission statement for the College.

	

Unsurprisingly, both Mulley and Haldeman declined

to sign the petition at the time.

	

Tom Glazer ’08 again stressed the overwhelming

importance of a President who would commit to carbon

neutrality. He pointed to the over 500 signatories of the

American College and University Presidents Climate Commitment, including fellow Ivy League schools Cornell and

the University of Pennsylvania, as evidence of a larger trend

in higher education that Dartmouth should follow. He also

mentioned Harvard University’s sustainability office staffed

by 12 people with a budget of over eight million dollars per

year—something against which our newly-appointed future

Sustainability Shepherd Kathy Lambert ’90 cannot possibly

hope to compete.

	

The issue of the advantages of choosing a President

from within the College, versus one from the wider world of

another educational institution, public service, or business,

arose repeatedly. Mulley and Haldeman capably described

the importance of a leader familiar with the “environment,

traditions, history, and sensitivities in the community” special

to Dartmouth, but also the advantage of finding somebody

with a fresh perspective. One freshman Dartmouth student

implored the Board to not underestimate the importance

of a President who truly loves and understands Dartmouth,

citing meeting President Wright at Dimensions and realizing

his passion for the College as one of the main factors in his

decision to matriculate

	

Mulley made an insightful comment in response to the

insider/outsider question, stateing that the selection process

would not hinge on a single criterion: “Alum or not, woman

or man, business or not—usually it’s a much richer constellation of characteristics that we attach to real people.”

	

In response to a question as to what the “hard sell”



of Dartmouth to potential presidential candidates would

be, Haldeman’s answer was really quite cogent: “We don’t

have a hard sell because people know so much about our

strengths already… our history and tradition and faculty, the

passionate commitment of alumni and financial strength,

and they know it’s certainly within the top ten educational

institutions in the US...The best way to sell Dartmouth was

to get a potential president to come to Dartmouth and see

how happy and satisfied the students are.” Dean Crady

concurred, stating that the students were what sold him on

Dartmouth on his first visit to our College.

	

Anne Kasitaza ’08 gave a quite perceptive description

of Dartmouth’s problem with institutional memory, exacerbated by the D-Plan: she mentioned that controversy at

Dartmouth seemed to happen in cycles, with little being

resolved. She gave the example that there’s currently an

enormous amount of attention on campus being paid to “alternative social spaces”, but very few remember the failure

of the Social Life Initiative of 1999. Kasitaza described the

lack of resolution of such issues as “disheartening.” Although

nobody in attendance had an easy answer for what a future

President could do to address this deficit, its mention raised

several interesting questions.

	

Of the three sessions, attendance was highest at the

alumni centric discussion, who added their opinions to many

issues that had been raised at the previous sessions,

such as recruitment of faculty, insider vs. outsider

presence, the coexistence of Dartmouth’s priorities

on graduate and undergraduate education, etc.

	 John Engelman ’68 touched on a key qualification for success as a President of Dartmouth: “I

look at the most recent Presidents: McLaughlin,

Wright, Freedman. To take nothing away from the

accomplishments of Freedman, but he never quite

understood what it was about Dartmouth that made

the alumni so passionate and loyal—he didn’t have

that emotional connection with the alumni. I don’t

think you have to be a graduate or longtime teacher

here (like McLaughlin or Wright), but it’s necessary

to make that emotional connection. I don’t know

how you judge that if the candidate has no experience with Dartmouth.” Another alumni touched on

Freedman’s disconnect with Dartmouth by pointedly

asking that the next President “sees this as the last job he

could ever have -- not just a stepping stone to another position.” Haldeman suggested a “litmus test” for whether a

candidate was capable of understanding the uniqueness of

Dartmouth, to test whether he “gets it or not”: “Does [the

Presidential candidate] see the debate among our alumni

body as an entirely bad thing, a hurdle, or as an outgrowth

of love for our institution?”

	

Jerry Mitchell ’51 drew laughs when he suggested an

ideal President could be cloned by combining the genes of

John Sloan Dickey and James Wright into one person, expressing his admiration of Wright and Dickey’s involvement

and engagement with the student body and community.

President Wright, indeed, can be found everywhere on

campus, and this active, visible commitment to the College

helps maintain enthusiasm and pride in Dartmouth. Dickey’s

Great Issues program, which Mitchell described as “sorely

missed,” also initiated campus dialogue and encouraged a

diversity of ideas.

	

Appropriately, the alumni questions tended to focus

more on long-term vision for the College than the current

controversies and pressing issues that dominated the student

forum. Alumni brought up concerns about a President who

would be able to embrace rapidly modernizing technology in

a manner which kept Dartmouth at the forefront of higher

education, about continuing President Wright’s efforts to

keep Dartmouth involved in the Upper Valley community

and smooth out any town-gown strains that may arise, about

the demands on a President of the College to act as “half

CEO, half Headmaster”, and the viability of the future of

Dartmouth’s liberal arts undergraduate education.

	

Although Mulley and Haldeman dodged quite a few

questions, they can hardly be blamed for declining to

commit to specific Presidential criteria this early in the

selection process. This kind of input from all sectors of

the Dartmouth community, including the oft-neglected

concern of Dartmouth staff, will no doubt be highly useful

in determining a successor to James Wright who will lead the

College for the next ten to fifteen years—if, indeed, Haldeman and Mulley intend to actually take the community’s

suggestions to heart, instead of simply staging information

sessions for the publicity and paying lip service to the idea

of “community involvement.” We can only hope.

n
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	 Editorial

Trusting Haldeman

Letting the Free Market Decide

The free market has been getting a lot of bad press these

days. However, as a publication that prides itself on the

slogan that any publicity is good publicity, it is only natural

for us at The Review to appeal to the free market to solve

the College’s economic woes.

Universities and colleges like our own are increasingly running on a business model. With endowments that range

from Brown’s $2.8 billion to Harvard’s $28.8 billion, the how

and when of spending those bucks efficiently is a matter of

market principles. And efficiency is the name of the game,

especially these days—Dartmouth, as many of you know,

must cut budgetary expenses by $40 million in the next two

fiscal years. This because its endowment dropped by $220

million as a result of the economic downturn.



faculty members are not inspiring, those that exist simply as

vestiges of the 1970s academic revolution—should either be

cut in their totality or drastically down-sized. The understandable fear here is that departments of real value—think the

small but vibrant Philosophy Department, not the dull and

flaccid Women and Gender’s Studies Department—might

lose out.

But the evidence at a peer Ivy League institution suggests

otherwise. At Brown, the free market determines which

courses and departments remain on the payroll and which

ones do not. There, the liberal arts courses are thriving.



Brown’s Professor of Political Science, John

Tomasi, is using a market driven curriculum to

his advantage. Brown has an open curriculum,

which means that students can pick whatever

courses they like, without the restrictions of

Given everything that has happened on Wall Street and “distributive requirements,” which Dartmouth

Motor City, the thought of fixing Dartmouth’s financial woes has, or a “core curriculum” which Columbia has.

by using free market principles may seem ludicrous…but

Professor Tomasi founded and is running the

bear with me. Putting aside the issue that a distortion of

Political Theory Project.

free market values—not the

The Project is devoted

values themselves—is causing

to promoting courses on

what people are now calling the

Western Thought and

second Great Depression, the

American Civics. It runs

College should appeal to the

like a center, much like

most simple and basic concept

the Rockefeller Center,

of a market economy to guide

and sponsors lectures

it through its enormous budget

and seminar classes

cuts: supply and demand. To

for undergraduate and

what ends should they use this

graduate students. Some

principle? We’ll get there.

of the classes taught are:

	

Conservative Thought

College leaders are facing the

in America, Principles

question of where and how

of Classical Liberalism, Liberty, and the

the financial cuts should be made. We know where they

Philosophical Basis for the American Founding.

won’t be made, thanks to President Wright’s Forever

The Project, essentially, is an academic

New report: the College won’t skimp on financial aid and

department in all but name.

academic expenses. He writes, “The Board agrees that we

need to protect financial aid, our academic strengths—of

which the core is the tenure-track faculty and our overall

educational environment—and we need to do all we can to

support Dartmouth’s employees. We will look to identify

adjustments that are sustainable rather than temporary,

and we anticipate making specific reductions that reflect

our institutional priorities.”



Institutional priorities. As a liberal arts institution, Dartmouth’s institutional priority is educating undergraduates

in the, well, liberal arts. Here are some attending factors:

prominent faculty, good courses, and plenty of opportunities

for students to expand intellectually outside of the classroom

(this means foreign study, research grants, and the like).

Some departments on this campus are better at meeting

these demands than others.

Consider the quote from a former Dartmouth professor of

English. In his article on Western Civilization (in our special

Book Review issue) Professor Michael Platt writes: “To all

visitors to Dartmouth, the green in the middle suggests

‘Here is innocence, here is happiness, and here is peace,’

but the reality is the war of all departments against all others. Crossing the green one day, the head of Comparative

Literature jested to me: “I’ll meet you here and duel it out

for students.”

Some departments consistently win that duel, while others consistently lose. The departments that consistently

lose—those whose courses are under-enrolled, those whose



Aside from its many problems, an open curriculum leaves

the education that a student receives completely in the hands

of that student. Professor Tomasi’s program wins through

“choice.” Since a Brown student chooses which courses

he takes, he is also deciding which courses the college will

teach: successful, over-booked courses (such as Tomasi’s

own “Introduction to Political Thought”) will continue on,

while less successful courses will be cut from the curriculum

for a variety of pragmatic reasons—or one pragmatic reason

in particular: money.



Short of a core curriculum, which is the standard

of an ideal, classical education, the next best

option is an open curriculum like Brown’s.

There are two things Dartmouth should do in

this regard: first, Dartmouth should first adopt

a market based, open curriculum. Second, the

College should use enrollment statistics to dictate

expenditures. This way, the question of where to

cut funds becomes almost moot: the market will

give a natural answer. Successful courses and

departments will thrive naturally; unsuccessful

ones should whither away as funding for them

reduces to a trickle, or even dries up altogether.

This is one way to streamline the College’s

expenses.

As it is, Dartmouth’s distributive requirements

distort the market picture by forcing students

to enroll in classes that they would otherwise

never enroll in. Dartmouth has seven distributive
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	 The Week In Review

Two Philosophy Professors Headed to Wash U.

	

Philosophy professors Roy Sorensen and Julia Driver

will be leaving Dartmouth for Washington University at St.

Louis at the end of spring term. The married couple have

admitted increased salary and the opportunity to work with

graduate students to be the deciding factors in their decision. The two distinguished scholars in their field will be

occupying senior positions at the university. Washington

University has also hired 14 other faculty members in the

philosophy department as part of efforts to expand the

department. The two admit to the strength of Dartmouth’s

undergraduate program, but the possibility of working in a

graduate program offered more opportunities for research

and collaboration. In addition, the professors’ sons will be

allowed to attend the university for free, or have a majority of their tuition paid by the college if they choose to go

elsewhere. Faculty of the Dartmouth philosophy department declined to comment on the situation. Students hold

these professors in high regard: Driver specializes in ethics

and moral philosophy, teaching classes on those subjects.

Sorenson specialized in the philosophy of language, with a

special interest in conundrums like vagueness. Both were

popular amongst students.



Student Life Committee

Presents Findings...

	

It is truly disappointing that more people aren’t taking to

heart the oppressive and unfair nature of the Greek system.

It’s disheartening to know that the only place students can

go to hang out with friends is a fraternity that offers free

alcohol, but when there, they don’t have control over their

surroundings. That’s why the college created the SLC—the

Social Life Committee—to create social spaces where

students won’t have to pay for alcohol and can control how

the space is run. Essentially, this is the College’s attempt

at social engineering. Maybe that might sound unrealistic,

but free beer where one has control sounds great. That’s a

perfect reason to support the SLC because they are there

to make unreality into reality. This has been the College’s

agenda since the Student Life Initiative, which was also a

departure from reality, like the SLC.

	

Unfortunately, on Tuesday, April 1, the Committee’s

panel event only had 20 people in attendance. Perhaps, the

800 students, who signed the petition last term to create the

committee thought the panel event was an April fool’s joke.

Regardless, the college is hiring professionals to perform

a culture audit this term. The committee is trying to form

focus groups for these professionals that will represent the

whole student body. Hopefully, those focus groups will

have many freshmen and unaffiliated students; it is not

fair to see what the Greeks have to say because they have

control of all the social spaces right now. It doesn’t matter

that approximately 60% of eligible students are affiliated.



Acceptance Rate Falls

	

For the applicants for the class of 2012, acceptance

rates at Dartmouth fell to a record low at 13.2%, declining

2.1%from last year’s rate of 15.3%. According to Dean of

Admissions and Financial Aid Maria Laskaris ’84, 2,190

students were offered acceptance to the college, 400 of

which were accepted through the Early Decision process.

The College predicts approximately 1,080 students will

matriculate; however this year could be different: Harvard

and Princeton recently eliminated their Early Decision

programs, so applicants that would have been accepted then

are now in the applicant pool with the rest of the College’s

applicants. Academically, the class of 2012 outdid their 2011

predecessors; 38.5% were valedictorians and 11.3% were

salutatorians of their high schools. The class of 2012 is also

more diverse, with 944 students, or 43%, identifying as a

student of color. Applicants are expected to increase for the

class of 2013. In the first few months of 2008, the number

of high school students who have come to tour the college

has nearly doubled since last year, a promising trend that

signifies increased interest in applying or matriculating to

our College on the Hill.



AoA Suit to go to Trial in

November

	

The Association of Alumni suit will go to trial this

November. The case will be presented in Grafton County

Superior Court under the wholly original title, “Association

of Alumni of Dartmouth College v. Trustees of Dartmouth

College.” The trial will likely last 5-7 days. Bruce W. Felmly

and Richard C. Pepperman will represent the defendant

against Patrick E. Donovan of the plaintiff. Those with

further interest in legal nattering can look up Case Number

07-E-0289 via New Hampshire’s judicial system.



photograph entitled “Sex ID Crisis.” “The preservation and

mapping of our herstories is the only way for us black lesbians to be visible,” Muholi said of her work. Hanging in the

center of the exhibit is Nandipha Mntambo’s Balandzeli, a

sculpture of the feminine body whose construction entirely

of cowhide rendered it one of the most striking pieces of

all.

	

“Black Womanhood” will be on display until August

10.



Cannon May be Buried

Under Memorial Field

	

Some pranks are just too good not to brag about. One

alumnus with a particularly egregious tale decided the time

had come to reveal the results of his extracurricular pursuits,

before he succumbed to his final illness. And that’s how

a World War I cannon came to be discovered under the

stadium at Memorial Field.

	

It seems that in the 1960s, the Vermont Veteran’s Home

had a cannon displayed outside their building that has been

missing for many decades. During a football game this fall,

a visiting alumnus casually mentioned this, and that the cannon could be found under their feet. Hanover Police officer

Richard Paulsen has verified that there is an ammunition

carriage half buried in mud and ice beneath the stadium,

and a professor of geophysics has jumped into the fray by

volunteering the future class time to locate the rest of the

artillery piece using special equipment.

	

The authority figures in this story have been quick to

caution that, despite the nostalgic charm of this story, a

student attempting a similar prank would be charged with

theft if caught, and presumably would earn something other

than a troupe of camera crews and a police officer eager to

play Indiana Jones for their troubles.



Black Womanhood



Dartmouth Professor’s

Wife Arrested



	

The Hood Museum of Art recently debuted “Black

Womanhood: Images, Icons, and Ideologies of the African

Body,” an exhibit showcasing the work of African, European,

American, and Caribbean artists. The tripartite exhibit

presents centuries’ worth of portrayals of black women:

“Iconic Ideologies of Womanhood” features traditional

African art from tribes across the continent, “Colonizing

Black Women: The Western Imaginary” simultaneously

presents and condemns the over-sexualized mystique that

Western cultures placed on black women, and “Meaning

and Identity: Personal Journeys into Black Womanhood”

highlights works of contemporary black female artists. These

contemporary pieces constitute much of the exhibit. Many

carry heavy political overtones, commenting on inequality

still all too present in the modern world. South African

artist Zanele Muholi addresses racial and gender inequality

but also fights for acceptance of black lesbians in her 2003



	

Dartmouth Professor Richard Granger and his wife

Lean Granger are in hot water this week after Hanover police recently took into custody the latter for embezzlement.

Mrs. Granger is accused of stealing over $300,000 from a

church in Southern California, where she acted as treasurer

and bookkeeper for the Newport Harbor Lutheran church

while Professor Granger taught at University of California,

Irvine. Sgt. Evan Sailor of the Newport Harbor Police told

reporters Mrs. Granger is under suspicion for having written herself enormous and thoroughly illegal checks over

her four years at the church. An investigation of her activity

began late 2006; on March 27th, Mrs. Granger was detained,

but opted to return to California and the Newport Beach

Police Department instead of remaining in Hanover. Her

pre-trial hearing is scheduled for April 14th and bail is set

at $500,000.

As the W.H. Neukom Professor of Computational Sci-
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	 The Week in Review

Cape Cod in 1990 as a local undertaking to raise awareness of sexual assault. The movement spread across the

country throughout the 1990s, and it is now a nationwide

event that takes place every April, the month that has been

officially designated as Sexual Assault Awareness Month

since 2001.

	

The contents of the shirts vary. Some describe their

creators’ experiences of rape or sexual abuse, while others

are not as specific: “AN ORIFICE IS NOT AN OPPORTUNITY,” one shirt reads, while another states “Every time I

walk past your house, I wonder how many girls have been

raped there.” Several of the shirts also describe sexual assault

and rape taking place on Dartmouth’s campus, debunking

an all-too-widespread belief on campus that sexual violence

“just doesn’t happen here,” as one ‘10 put it.

	

“I saw a whole spectrum of reactions, from surprise to

people in tears to people saying how important it is and that

they appreciated that we took the time to do that,” commented Rebel Roberts, interim director of the Dartmouth

Sexual Assault Awareness Program. Roberts also stated

that a third of all women in the 18-22 demographic will

be sexually assaulted, a number which awareness-raising

campaigns such as the Clothesline Project hope to lessen

in the future.

	

The Clothesline Project will be on display in the Collis

Center through Wednesday, April 16.

“You say beer can, I say toilet paper.”



Nonie Darwish Speaks

ences and Professor of Psychological and Brain Sciences,

Richard Granger also owns Caspian Scientific, LLC., a

neuroscience consulting firm registered in New Hampshire.

The investigation surrounding Granger’s wife has heaped

misgivings on Caspian, which may have used funds from

Mrs. Granger’s illicit activities. Orange County prosecutor

Yvette Patko, in charge of the case, has refused to comment

on whether Caspian is under official investigation. However,

New Hampshire’s company registry states the business is

“not in good standing,” adding further layers of suspicion

to what may already prove disastrous for a member of our

community.

	 On behalf of Dartmouth Director of Periodicals and

Communications Services Laurel Stavis stated, “The College is distressed to hear about this and our thoughts are

with the family.” Further developments in the case should

clarify whether and where guilt lies and how the College

must deal with the results.



Debate Places Second at

National Competition

	

At the end of March, the College’s policy debate team,

officially known as the Dartmouth Forensic Union, traveled

to California State University at Fullerton to participate in

the National Debate Tournament. This year the topic for

the competition concerned whether or not the United States

federal government should establish a policy to constructively



engage with the Middle East.

	

The three-day competition was involved and grueling,

with the two teams from Dartmouth spending entire days

debating. Nevertheless, their work was rewarded when the

team of seniors Kade Olson and Josh Kernoff made it past

the preliminary rounds of the tournament, and Olson placed

within the top twenty individual speakers at the tournament.

The final part of the tournament consists of a series of single

elimination rounds, with the seeding determined by win-loss

records in the preliminary debates. Kernoff and Olsen rose

from their fifteenth-seeded position to defeat all of their opponents, including Harvard, the University of Kansas, and

the University of Michigan, until the final round in which

they battled Wake Forest University. Unfortunately, WFU

bested our team this year, leaving Dartmouth in second

place. Kernoff and Olsen were, however, optimistic, saying

that next year’s debaters have plenty of potential.



Shirts Document Experiences with Sexual Assault

	

On April 2 the Dartmouth Sexual Assault Awareness

Program again decorated the Collis Center with colorful

t-shirts, each of which bears an anonymous student’s experience with sexual abuse. The Clothesline Project, as the

display is known, aims to bring people face-to-face with the

tragic reality of sexual assault, a fact rarely mentioned but

still all too present. The Clothesline Project originated in



	

Nonie Darwish renewed campus debate over the extent

and effects of militant fundamentalist Islamic groups with a

speech in the Collis Common Ground on April 9th. Growing up in Cairo and Gaza, she experienced Muslim culture

in the Middle East firsthand and witnessed the destructive

effects of radical Islam on society. She later converted to

Christianity and now writes and speaks publicly on the

dangers of militant Islam.

	

From this perspective, Darwish decried fundamentalist

Muslim groups and the damage they cause at all levels of

society. She noted that in addition to influencing leaders of

Arab countries, radical Islam also affected the social mores

of all parts of society around her. Darwish went on to state

that radical groups have stifled political reform in Arab nations, threatening and assassinating proponents of change

and liberalization. Tying into this, she claimed that leaders of

Arab nations manipulate radical Islamic sentiment to direct

the populaces’ attentions away from problems within their

own countries and toward Israel and America. As support,

she cited a survey of Egyptian citizens listing Israel as their

primary problem, despite widespread unemployment and

poverty.

	

Although outcry against the speech was far more subdued than the campus’ reaction to a similar speech made

by Robert Spencer against Islamo-Fascism earlier this year,

some students still took offense to Darwish’s statements.

Shamis Mohamud ‘08, vice-president of Al-Nur, was quoted

as saying “The Muslim community was troubled by the arrival of this controversial speaker. We are concerned that

aspects of our religion were misrepresented, and we are

looking forward to a dialogue with the organizers of the

event and any other interested students.”
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	 Blowing the Whistle on Ed Haldeman

By Emily Esfahani-Smith

Editor’s Note: Below, the reader will encounter a story

of corruption, ethical lapses, and corporate malfeasance.

This is alleged to have occurred under the watchful eye of

Charles “Ed” Haldeman, Chairman of Dartmouth’s Board

of Trustees.

Haldeman the Reformer



	

As a result of Scannell’s efforts, the largest securities

investigation of mutual funds companies ever undertaken

by regulators was launched. This earned Scannell a nod in

USA Today as one of America’s most influential people of

2003, where Scannell was hailed as a hero for his efforts.

He has also testified before the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs on January 27, 2004.

	

As part of his ongoing investigation of Putnam, Scannell now alleges that Haldeman was aware or should have

been aware of the market timing by mutual fund managers

which, for a space of time, occurred under his command as

the company’s CIO. This is the first time that some of these

charges are being made public.



recalls that he “was in very deep and I remember discussing

this with my brother Jay who is an attorney with the Quincy

District Court. He said I better be very careful that I don’t

get myself killed. I told him he was dramatizing,” as he

testified before the Senate Committee on Governmental

Affairs.

Chief Investment Officer Haldeman



	

As Scannell was gathering information in his cubicle

and

the

scandal was reaching its peak, Haldeman joined Put	

In 2003, when Haldeman took over as CEO of the Bosnam

as

the

co-head of investments, or co-Chief Investment

ton-based mutual funds firm Putnam Investments, promoted

Officer.

Previously,

Haldeman was the CEO of Delaware

up from head of investments—or Chief Investment Officer

Investments. In October 2002, when Haldeman joined

(CIO)—the company was emerging from a major scandal.

Putnam, the market timing activities were escalatPutnam was the first company among many funds

ing. As CIO, it became Haldeman’s responsibility

s

Haldeman

now

reforming

Dartmouth

in

the

same

firms to face investigations, penalties, and restituto oversee all investment operations.

tion for an activity known as market timing. Various

way he governed and “reformed” Putnam?

	Scannell said it was rumored that Haldeman would

forms of market timing exist; in Putnam’s case, it

be replacing the then CEO of Putnam, Lawrence

involved the rapid trading of shares by preferred

Beginnings

and

Market

Timing

Lasser;

Scannell

alleges that Lasser, not pleased with the

investors. Since market timing is banned by Putnam’s proprospect

of

being

ousted, made sure that Haldeman was

spectus, these activities amounted to fraud.

Almost immediately after Putnam trained Scannell in exposed to what he, Lasser, knew. According to the federal

	

Many believe that Haldeman steered Putnam away 	

the

financial

services field, Scannell had his first experience court complaint, Lasser certainly knew about the market

from such unethical behavior: in a 2004 statement to the

with

what

is

called

market timing.

timing activities of influential investors as early as 2000. Tim

press, he announced his intention “to reflect our commit	

Market

timing

is

the

rapid

trading

of

shares

in

and

out

Ferguson, then CIO, directly informed Lasser of market

ment to put these matters behind us and continue to move

of

Putnam’s

body

of

funds.

Eric

Zitzewitz,

a

recent

addition

timing activities, but Lasser did nothing to stop it, according

forward as a firm focusing on rebuilding investor confidence

to

Dartmouth’s

economics

department,

in

an

interview

with

to the federal complaint. Instead, as the Boston Business

and delivering consistent, dependable, superior investthe

Boston

Globe,

notes

that

market

timing

“is

a

problem

Journal reported, Ferguson was “removed from his post as

ment performance over time.” That same

chief investment strategist” in 2002.

year, Haldeman donated $10 million to

	

Two men replaced Ferguson,

Dartmouth College to open the Haldeman

according

to the Journal: “Lasser named

Center, which houses Dartmouth’s Ethics

as

Ferguson’s

replacements Steve OristaInstitute.

glio,

who

had

been

deputy head of invest	

At Putnam, Haldeman pushed through

ments,

and

Ed

Haldeman,

former chief

a series of reforms in the name of good govexecutive

of

Lincoln

National

Corp.’s

ernance. Haldeman has used his reputation

money

management

business.”

Haldeas Putnam’s ethical reformer to spearhead

man

and

Oristaglio

reported

directly

to

similar efforts at Dartmouth. As Chairman

Lasser.

of the Dartmouth Board, he has overseen

	

Ferguson’s information about

the controversial board-packing initiative at

market

timing, Scannell alleges, was

the College. His initiative seeks to undo a

shared

with

Ed Haldeman, and the activi1891 agreement between the College and

ties

continued

to occur after Ferguson

its alumni that established parity between

was

removed

from

his post as Chief

elected and appointed Board members.

Information

Officer.

Under Haldeman’s reform, eight more ap	

Lasser may have been the one

pointed trustee positions would be added

to take the fall for Putnam’s unethical

to the Board, resulting in sixteen total

practices, but he wasn’t the only one

appointed positions, while the number of

who knew about them. According to

elected trustees would remain at its current

the federal complaint, senior managers

level of eight.

knew too. One of these senior officials,

	

Like the Dartmouth board packing conwhen confronted with having allowed

troversy, the Putnam scandal will be judged

these market timing abuses to occur, told

in a court of law. Putnam is being sued in a

those

who confronted him, “Listen, it isn’t

Haldeman staring down a worried man.

US District court in Maryland according to

the case’s consolidated federal complaint, filed in Septem- when a fund denies that right to some people and allows it CRIMINAL,” according to Scannell’s testimony before the

ber 2004. Both lawsuits—Putnam’s and Dartmouth’s—are to others.” This preferential treatment of investors is what Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs.

	

Scannell discovered internal documents that confirmed

currently in discovery periods, and in both cases, a picture occurred at Putnam.

that

Putnam was giving preferential treatment to certain

is emerging that cuts into Haldeman’s image as the ethical 	

These funds are only priced at the close of the market

market

timers, like the Boilermakers, a group of union

reformer. The Dartmouth Review has received information day, so their prices become stale as the market fluctuates the

members

who were influential investors at Putnam. In addithat the scandal surrounding the Putnam class

tion,

Scannell had documents showing how ordinary

action lawsuit—involving market timing and

his

is

the

first

time

that

some

of

these

charges

are

shareholders,

long-term mom-and-pop investors who

fraud—allegedly continued under the watchful

had entrusted their money to Putnam, were getting

being made public.

eye of Haldeman, the same man who is leading

hurt as a result of market timing.

the controversial reforms at Dartmouth.

	 It became clear to Scannell that senior managers

next day. Market timers take advantage of these stale prices would not stop their unethical behavior unless a regulator

Blowing the Whistle

to make a profit. A particularly exploitable type of fund is stepped in. Scannell was now prepared to contact the SEC,

	

found in the international markets, with stocks traded from believing his research and evidence were compelling enough

	

Peter Scannell, a resident of Weymouth, Massachusetts,

companies around the world. In an international fund, the to warrant SEC action.

recently contacted The Dartmouth Review about Haldeman’s

traders can market-time and exploit market

alleged contemporaneous knowledge of Putnam’s market

inefficiencies that are presented because

timing scandal.

few days after Peter Scannell confronted his superof time differences, since markets close at

	

Just a few years after his arrival at Putnam, Scannell blew

visor at Putnam Investments about trading abuses,

different times internationally.

the whistle on Putnam Investments. The New York Times

	

Though market timing is not illegal, he was dragged from his car and beaten with a brick by

reported, “Peter T. Scannell described how he had tried to

allowing market timing in a fund that clearly

turn over evidence of improper trading practices at Putnam

a man who ordered him to keep his mouth shut.”

states it is prohibited in its prospectus, as

but was ignored by the Securities and Exchange Commisevery Putnam fund prospectus included

sion.” The USA Today adds, “Scannell blew the whistle to

at the time of the scandal, is ultimately

the Securities and Exchange Commission, which didn’t act,

	

In mid January 2003, Scannell compiled his anthology

fraud.

and then to Massachusetts regulators, who did.”

of

abuses

and printed the classified internal documents

	

Since market timing is strictly prohibited in Putnam’s

	

Massachusets’ security regulator, Matthew Nestor,

that

were

technically

restricted. The day before, he told

funds, the company violated its fiduciary duty to its sharenoted that the investigation “would not have started without

his supervisor that he would no longer conduct market

holders and their investments.

him...We owe him a debt of gratitude.” Nestor told Boston

	

Shocked to see these dubious transactions occur at timed transactions. Scannell told the Senate Committee on

Magazine that upon meeting Scannell, he, “wasn’t nervous.

Putnam, Scannell first went to supervisors in his department Governmental Affairs that the supervisor “responded very

He wasn’t agitated...I knew he was right.”

and quickly learned, to his disappointment, that “discussions seriously and told me I had to do what I had to do, but that

about market timing were met with deaf ears,” as he told I should be very careful.”

	

Ms. Esfahani-Smith is a junior at the College and Editorthe Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs.

in-Chief of the Dartmouth Review. The photograph on page

	

When he was compiling his spreadsheets and documents,

Continued on page seven, after the pullout.

seven is courtesy of Peter Scannell.

all evidence that market timing occurred at Putnam, Scannell
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	 The AoA Lawsuit: A Short History

By Aditya A. Sivaraman

	

Editor’s Note: The Association of Alumni lawsuit

against the proposed board packing measure supported

by the Dartmouth administration is a battle for the future

of Dartmouth College. The result of this historic lawsuit

will determine whether Dartmouth can continue its proud

tradition of alumni governance or whether it will become

just another university where alumni are sources of revenue without having any real say in their alma mater. The

upcoming Association of Alumni election will essentially

determine the fate of the lawsuit: if the petition trustees

win, the lawsuit will continue and Dartmouth will retain

its largely unique governance structure. If, however, the

administration’s insider candidates win, the college’s alumni

will, in large part, lose their voices at Dartmouth forever. At

this important juncture, The Dartmouth Review presents

you with an overview of the history of the lawsuit.

Introduction: The Petition Trustees

	

	

The lawsuit was born out of the Dartmouth administration’s worries about the election of four petition candidates

to the Board of Trustees. Since 2004, in what has since been

deemed the ‘Lone Pine Revolution,’ Dartmouth alumni have

elected petition candidates T.J. Rodgers, Peter Robinson

and Todd Zywicki to the Board. When the administration

proposed a new constitution in 2006 to stack the cards against

petition trustees in future board elections, the alumni spoke

out against the administration once more: the alumni elected

the fourth successive petition trustee in the Spring of 2007,

Trustee Stephen Smith. The rapid succession of five losses

for the administration—one of them being the failed constitution—was a cause of much concern for insider forces,

which includes the likes of President Jim Wright, the Alumni

Council, and Board members who were not sympathetic to

the Lone Pine Revolution. The response from these players

revealed nothing short of desperation: a last ditch effort to



President James Wright

halt the obvious trend in alumni opinion—also known as

the proposal to pack the Board of Trustees.

Stacking the Cards: The New Alumni Constitution

	

To understand the full extent of the motives that lead to

the FDR-esque maneuver to pack the Board, one must first

consider the first step taken in this direction by the College:

the effort to rewrite the constitutional rules surrounding

the trustee election process. The proposed constitution

was ultimately drafted by a committee under the Alumni

Council, which is the undemocratically elected body of

alumni governance. Unlike the Association of Alumni’s

executive committee, whose members the alumni vote for,

the Alumni Council’s members are in large part appointed

or rubber stamped by the administration.

	

The alumni constitution typically outlines the procedures

by which trustees are nominated and elected. Historically,

to ensure a minimal amount of diversity in the candidates,

the Constitution required the College to nominate three

candidates to the trustee slate.

	

Unable to deal with the standard rules, the College

	

Mr. Sivaraman is a sophomore at the College and Vice

President of The Dartmouth Review.



attempted to force an anti-democratic procedure into the

proposed constitution that would require it to nominate one

official candidate, thereby severely reducing the choices

given to potential voters and channeling more votes to the

insider. It would have also required petition candidates to

declare their candidacy before the nominated candidate was

announced.

	

The prompt and decisive defeat of this new Constitution

(a defeat supported by both liberal and conservative groups

on campus), was a stunning blow to Dartmouth’s anti-alumni

governance forces. This, along with the election of petition

trustee Stephen Smith, which served as a vote of no-confidence in the administration and the constitution, seemed

like a clear mandate to change the direction the College

was taking in terms of restructuring alumni governance.

The Administration believed, however, that the only hope

to check the alumni’s vocal disapproval

of its policies would be to dilute the

alumni’s voice on the board.



suit tooth and nail.

Conflicting Claims to Representation

	

One of the first attacks on the AoA suit against the

College was the claim that the Alumni Council, not the

Association of Alumni, was the true representative body

of the Alumni. This move would have cut much credibility

from the AoA’s clam that the lawsuit represented the views

of the alumni. A brief investigation into the facts, however,

quickly shows that this claim is false: whereas the AoA is a

fully representative body, the Alumni Council is chosen by

administration loyalists. The Council also includes a faculty

member, and a disproportionate number of representatives

from various minority alumni communities, both racial and

sexual.



Secret Governance Committee

	

In response to the defeat of

the constitution and the victory of

the fourth petition candidate to the

Board, the Dartmouth Board of

Trustees created a Governance Review Committee, which examined

the governance structures at other

colleges and universities. The committee met secretly for six months prior

to their announcement to change the

structure of the Board, an announceThe Board takes questions about board packing scheme.

ment which occured in June 2007. In

addition, the Committee included

Chairman of the Board, Ed Haldeman, and did not include

The Motion to Dismiss

a single petition trustee.

	

The Governance Committee found that all the other 	

The College filed a motion to dismiss the lawsuit. Much

universities they examined had larger trustee boards and to the disappointment of the College—and a preliminary

less alumni representation on those boards. As a result, victory to the Old Dartmouth faction of the alumni—the

Chairman Haldeman announced the Committee’s decision motion was summarily dismissed by the judge. The judge

to add eight appointed trustees to the Board. As it stood acknowledged the pressing contractual precedent of the

at the time, the Board was divided evenly between eight 1891 Agreement.

trustees appointed by the Board itself, and eight elected 	

The case is now in a discovery period, and will be heard

trustees, voted into office by alumni. By adding eight ap- out in full, unless it is settled out of court. The College has

pointed trustees, the voice of alumni trustees was cut from few options but to defend its move to disenfranchise alumni

one half to one third.

in court.

The 1891 Agreement



The Resignation of Wright



	

In 1891, the College was at odds with alumni, as it is

now. Back then, alumni were withholding funds from the

College, because they disapproved of the College’s policies

at the time, which they could in no way control since they

were not represented on the Board of Trustees. Striking a

compromise between the College and the alumni, the 1891

Agreement was enacted. The 1891 Agreement establishes

that one half of the Board will be composed of alumni

elected trustees; the other half will be composed of trustees

appointed by the Board itself. The 1891 Agreement further

establishes that this arrangement should be upheld with

each successive board vacancy. Indeed, the 1891 Agreement has been honored for 117 years. Each time the Board

has expanded since 1891, the parity established 117 years

ago was honored. Each time, that is, until the Governance

Committee decided to overthrow 117 years of Dartmouth

history.

	

With few other options to oppose this threat to alumni

governance, the Association of Alumni filed a lawsuit to

prevent the near death of democracy at Dartmouth.



	

Three days after this crushing defeat, President Jim

Wright announced his resignation. Wright will officially

step down as President next June. He has been credited

with causing alumni dissatisfaction, starting with his ill-fated

plan to kill the Greek system at Dartmouth via the Student

Life Initiative, followed by his role in developing the plan

to pack the Board.

	

AoA Elections and the Future of Dartmouth



The Association of Alumni Lawsuit

	

The Association of Alumni, a body that is elected by

and represents the alumni, voted six to five to file a lawsuit

against the College to prevent the move to pack the Board.

The suit is being heard in New Hampshire’s Grafton Country Court. The Association’s lawyers argue that the 1891

Agreement between the College and the alumni is a living

contract, and therefore, is enforceable as law. The Board’s

move to alter the 1891 Agreement, therefore, is a violation

of that contract. Needless to say, the College has fought the



	

In the midst of this legal turmoil, the election for the

Association of Alumni’s Executive Committee is soon to

be underway: April 28 through June 5. With a broad field

of both insider and petition candidates, this election will

determine the fate of the lawsuit to preserve Dartmouth.

If insider candidates win and are able to take a majority on

the Association’s Executive Committee, the lawsuit will

almost certainly be dropped, and any hope that Dartmouth’s

graduates had of ensuring future governance of their beloved

college will evaporate. As in previous elections, it is imperative that those who love Dartmouth mobilize and speak out

throughout this campaign and through the voting process.

If this battle is lost, then Dartmouth will likely never be the

same again. Only through the victory of petition candidates

in the AoA election can the lawsuit, Dartmouth’s only chance

of holding true to its traditions, prevail.

	

In this case, as in prior cases, the involvement and

dedication of Dartmouth’s alumni will be key. This is a

crucial battle for the future of the College, and any graduate who cares about the College must speak out through

the electoral process. The very future of the College is at

stake.	

n



For day-to-day coverage of the AoA lawsuit and all things Dartmouth go to

www.dartlog.net
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	 Editorial

Founders



Greg Fossedal, Gordon Haff,

Benjamin Hart, Keeney Jones

	

“Far better it is to dare mighty things, to win

great triumphs, even though checkered by failure, than

to take rank with those poor spirits who neither enjoy

much nor suffer much, because they live in the gray

twilight that knows neither victory nor defeat.”

—Theodore Roosevelt



6/24/1891: Never Forget



	

This year, the Association of Alumni’s Executive For this reason above all else, the official candidates, if

Committee election bears the weight of history and the elected, will not be acting in the best interest of alumni.

promise of the future. Upon it hinges the fate and future 	

On the other hand, the petition candidates wisely enof the College we know. Specifically, if a majority of the dorse the current lawsuit against the College. For instance,

candidates nominated to the executive committee are not Paul Mirengoff, running for Second Vice President, explicEmily Esfahani-Smith

petition candidates, the AoA will vote to withdraw the lawsuit itly states his purpose to run as a petition candidate, “I am

Editor-in-Chief

(see page E2) to protect alumni rights, as they know them, running mainly to preserve alumni parity with respect to

Weston Sager

to be represented in alumni governance. If the executive the selection of trustees.” Marian Chambers, running for

President

committee withdraws the suit, then the Board of Trustee’s Secretary-Treasurer, expresses similar distaste with the

Governance Report will stand, allowing the 1891 Agree- College’s recent efforts to jeopardize the democratic mechaA.S. Erickson

ment and its 117 year history and precedent to disappear, nism of alumni governance: “I voted against [the proposed

Executive Editor

as if it never even existed to begin with.

Constitution of 2006], because it is undemocratic for one

Michael C. Russell, Christine S. Tian

	

This is why the Review is urging alumni to vote for the group (sitting, appointed Trustees) to expand their turf at

Managing Editors

petition candidates to the AoA Executive Committee. The the expense of other (alumni approved) Trustees. This

AoA is the official voice of alumni to the College, and the used to be called ‘fixing an election’—consult Putin!”

Gregory Boguslavsky, Jared W. Zelski,

only alumni body one hundred percent elected by alumni. 	

As can be seen by the contrasting statements between

David W. Leimbach

The

only

group

of

candidates

that

rise

to

the

level

of

accountthe

petition

candidates and the official candidates, this AoA

Senior Editors

ability to alumni are the petition candidates. The officially election is a referendum on the current lawsuit against the

Mostafa A. Heddaya, Galen U. Pizzorno, sanctioned candidates, in addition to whatever else they Board, just as the victory of petition trustee Stephen Smith

William D. Aubin, Katherine J. Murray might do for Dartmouth, will work to withdraw the current was a referendum on the failed Alumni Constitution. In

Associate Editors

lawsuit against the Board of

the Spring of 2007, the alumni

Nathan Mathis, Matthew Hartman

Trustees, and will therefore act

endorsed Smith as their trustee,

Publishers

against the interests of alumni;

expressing the fourth no-conAditya A. Sivaraman Catherine Amble this of course gives us pause

fidence vote in the College’s

when considering what else

Vice President

Photography Editor

administration and its moribund

they

might

do.

policies. The AoA election will

James T. Preston Jr., Maxwell T. Copello

	

In a statement to The

be the fifth no-confidence vote,

Sports Editors

Dartmouth Review, the ofif the majority of the open slots

John M. Morris

Nisanth A. Reddy

ficially slated candidates for

on the committee are won by

Archivist

Web Editor

the Executive Committee

petitioners, as we expect them

Contributors

stated, “Unlike our opponents

to be.

Tyler Brace, Kathleen Carmody, Michael R. DiBene- in this election [the petition

	

One of the members of

detto, Matthew D. Guay, Nicholas P. Hawkins, Cathcandidates], we do not believe
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